The effectiv e bandwith of tuned circui ts for noise with a pOII'er-Ia \y s pectrum is dcri\'cd and discussed . Comparison is made with the usual case of " fl at" noise.
The noise bandwidth of tuned (RLC) circuits for " white," or "flat," noise is well known. 1 However , corresponding res ults for noise with other t~-pes of sp ectra have apparently not been disc ussed very much . In connection with some noise-measurement work currently going on at the National Bureau of Standards, the writer worked out, the eff ective noi se bandwidth in the case of anja spectrum (f being the frequ ency) . The ratio b etween the eff ective bandwidth for the noise and the half-power bandwidth is, in som e cases, appreciably different from the well-known factor l. 57 that applies to flat nois e; in other cases, the correction is quite small. These results are offered· for pu blication in th e b elief th at this knowledge will b e of valu e to others engaged in noise work. Sp ectra of thi.s form are enco untered in transistor noise, resistor current noise, flicker effect noise, etc.
VVe cons ider a random noise current whose spec tral intensity (often called power spectrum) follows the law fa, driving a circuit consisting of the paraUcl 2 elem ents H, L , C.
The impedance Z of such a stage is
whel'ejo = (2 7rL C)-1 /2 is the r esonance frequency , and rl I S the dissipation factor or reciprocal of Q. It is easily sho\\'n that clIo is the frequency differen ce b etween the half-power points of th e circuit; that is, it is the bandwidth b. The m ean ·square output voltage of the circuit wheJ~ driven by the noise is, with an obvious normaliza tion , ,
This in tegral may now easily be evaluated by contour in tel!ration in the compl ex plan e. Omitting th e details, the r esult is
The restriction s on IX and X must b e carefully adhered to. Ifvaluosof a outside the sp ecified range are used, th e integral will diverge. Thus the d evice of assuming that the spectral law is constant for all frequen cies, which appears to be jus tified in man y cases when the integral will converge, cannot b e used whon IX > 1 or < -3. Using (7), (4), and (6), we may now write 131130 is the correction factor for the effective noise bandwidth resulting from the deviation of a from 0. The correction factor 131130 is an even function of a + 1, that is for example, it is the same for a = O as it is for a = -2. (Th erefore, we have the interesting result that the effective bandwidth for a = -2 is the same as it is for flat noise.)
A plot of 131130 versus a for fixed d would take the form of a U -shaped ClU"ve with the bottom of the U occuring at a = -1: The curve is symmetri cal about a =-l. 131130 is less than 1 in the range -2< a< O, is equal to 1 for a=-2 and a = O, and is greater than 1 outside this range; it increases toward infinity as a approaches 1 from the left or -3 from th e right.
A family of curves for 131130 may be plo tted without difficulty. However, a quick idea of the magnitude
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of th e correction may be obtained from the following formulas to which (8) reduces in special cases: For exampl e, for d= O.l, a =-1, we find immediately BI13o~ l -dl 7r~O . 97 .
Thus for reasonably high values of Q( = l id), the corrections in the range -2 < a < O al'e rather small. Outside this range the correction s may be large . WASHING1' OK, ~'[ay 19, 1953 . 
